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Abstract
This thesis explores the intersection of architecture, sound,
and ecology. It works through the methodology on how to
modulate and produce soundscapes rich with various sound
objects. It addresses questions on how designers can use
the act of listening to engage with the soundscape. This
exploration hopes to continue to find niches which create
opportunities for new interactions between architecture
and ecology through sound. This is all in a continued effort
to engage in positive feedback loops between architecture
and non-humans to actively break down the divide between
the artificial and natural through sound and architecture by
designing for the soundscape.
To do so, one must listen.
Listening offers a novel method of designing. When one
considers the soundscape, the scope of design immediately
expands to aural and ecological needs. These designs
become ones that extend past our plenum of experience
to promote architecture which uses human agency to
create non-human agency. Historically, the interaction of
architecture with both sound and ecology has been through
abating, mitigating, and ameliorating, to the point where
our intersection with these systems only serves the ideal of
each, or a gross misrepresentation of the actual and a rather
anthropomorphized ideal at that.
Sound is a means of engagement that forgoes modernist
ideas of figure and ground, as it offers a plenum of sonic
objects whose order, arrangement, and taxonomy are nonhierarchical, uncategorized, free to blend and mix into noisy
overtones. Here everything is figural, which is “open yet
contained life, not locked in by formal narratives, but alert
sensate.”1
Sound is not a solely human sensory experience; while sound
is at the center of human spatial sensing, the experience of
sound goes beyond our methods of sensing. Sound goes
beyond the human experience. For example, species of
bees engage with sound through vibrations. Sound must be
considered an object in and of itself.
Sound is not secondary to the source but acts as an agent
itself. Relieved from its role as an epiphenomenon of a source,
evaluation between sounds themselves is now possible.
1. Catherine Ingraham, Architecture, Animal, Human : The Asymmetrical
Condition (Abingdon: Routledge, 2006).
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Here the collapse between different sources of sound means
they all become part of the same taxonomy of sound. This
collapse allows for non-hierarchical engagement between
sound objects. The culmination and interaction of these
sounds is white noise, the arrhythmic ether that gives life to
environments.
When treating sound as an object, the collapse between
different sources creates novel opportunities. It allows the
sound from a source and a recording to be one and the
same.2 One can consider the implications and information
within this sound as an agent itself. Here, there is no qualitative
difference if a bee or a speaker produced this sound; thus
the audio speaker has the same authorship as the bee and
allows for a strange communication between sources to
occur as these ‘reflections’ bounce around to other agents.
In treating sound as an object itself, separate from the source
and solely valued based on what is producing it, the effects,
influence, and most importantly, the agency it holds jumps
forth. The inherent incoherences between the source and
sound can be further examined. A bird call from a meadowlark
and a recording of one has virtually the same effect on the
sonic environment. There is no longer a hierarchy between
the natural and artificial. In effect, sound as an object is an
ecological praxis in itself.
This praxis borrows from ontological frameworks such as dark
ecology, where Timothy Morton argues to dissolve the idea
of nature and instead include computers, bees, and plains
within the same ecological landscape.3 Sound, while as
immaterial as essence, provides the medium in which things
engage with other things (things in the sense of Bill Brown’s
Thing Theory).4 This medium, an ever-present soundscape,
is white noise.
Aristotle had essence, Plato had form, each representing
reality in an abstract plane, yet sound can be considered as
this essence, giving a more tangible abstraction while still

2. Oomen, Paul. “Drifting in Void: Emerging Practices with Spatial
Sound.” spatialsoundinstitute.com, 2017. https://spatialsoundinstitute.
com/P_Drifting-in-Void-Emerging-Practices-with-Spatial-Sound.
3. Timothy Morton, Dark Ecology : For a Logic of Future Coexistence.
(Columbia University Press, 2018).
4. Bill Brown, Things (Chicago: University Of Chicago Press, 2004).
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remaining immaterial.5
This thesis works towards an architecture which is based
around the ecological praxis of a sound oriented ontology.
It is one that uses the designer as curator of conditions,
who filters the sonic landscape to create conditions which
create opportunities for authorship by non-humans, and the
result becomes an emergent architecture rather than static.
Therefore, to design for sound objects such as environmental
noise pollution, one is coming to terms with the current
reality. Timothy Morton describes this as “...design in a
dark ecological way, admitting our coexistence with toxic
substances we have created and exploited.”6

5. Paul Ricœur, Being, Essence and Substance in Plato and Aristotle
(Cambridge: Polity, 2013).
6. Timothy Morton, “Architecture without Nature,” Tarp 10 (2012): 20–25.
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Background
While this thesis explores the intersection of the of fields
of architecture, sound, and ecology, it is helpful to look at
contemporary and historical precedents, approaches and
ideas of sound and ecology, architecture and ecology, and
architecture and sound.
Sound and Ecology
A study by Tim Gordon et al. addresses how sound can
directly influence ecological behaviors. Their work revolves
around how coral reefs are dying due to coral bleaching
and warming waters, and other factors resulting from climate
change; in effect, many reefs have gone silent. Gordon
hypothesized this silencing causes an exponential decline
in activity because the lack of sonic activity makes the reef
unattractive to fish, leading to a mass exodus of species.
The underwater acoustic environment of a healthy reef is
full of clownfish whooping, cod grunting, and sea urchins
scraping, so Gordon went about to recreate this through the
use of recordings and speakers. They found that playing the
sounds of a healthy reef in a reef whose health was declining
attracted new species, which revitalized the reef’s health due
to increased ecological activity resulting from the recorded
sound.7
Many species rely on sound to communicate and perceive
their environments. The spade-foot toad uses what is called
chorus synchronicity as a method of protection from predators.
Here the toads croak at different intervals to distract, confuse,
and disorient coyotes and owls, yet this process depends
heavily on coordination between individual agents. Like any
collaborative process, it is in a delicate balance. Commercial
jet planes interrupt this balance. Their flyby noise destabilizes
the chorus synchronicity and, in effect, puts the toads at a
much greater vulnerability for predations. The process of
industrial noise pollution claiming more territory is acoustic
habitat degradation.8
Through means such as echolocation, species like bats
7. Timothy A. C. Gordon et al., “Acoustic Enrichment Can Enhance Fish
Community Development on Degraded Coral Reef Habitat,” Nature
Communications 10, no. 1 (November 29, 2019), https://doi.org/10.1038/
s41467-019-13186-2.
8. Donnavan J. D. Kruger and Louis H. Du Preez, “The Effect of Airplane
Noise on Frogs: A Case Study on the Critically Endangered Pickersgill’s
Reed Frog (Hyperolius Pickersgilli),” Ecological Research 31, no. 3
(March 9, 2016): 393–405, https://doi.org/10.1007/s11284-016-1349-8.
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Tim Gordon using a underwater speaker to attract clown fish and other
fish species to a threatened reef habitat.

R. Murray Schafer’s The Soundscape. Acoustic ecology soundscape
cycle.
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see their world through sound and its reflection. This world
of sound is continually changing, and with the recent
additions of industrial noise of energy plants, compressors,
jet airplanes, many species have had to alter their methods to
ensure their message and imaging of the world remains clear
and legible. In the fields of New Mexico, the Mexican FreeTailed bat has changed the pitch range to circumnavigate the
pitch output by compressors. This adaptation is an example
of the Mexican Free-Tailed bat’s agile nature but highlights
a lack of consideration of the compressors’ sonic qualities.
On the other hand, species such as the spade-foot toad in
New Mexico have yet to adapt to some additions to the sonic
environment of increased industrialization. 9
R. Murray Schafer divides environmental soundscapes into
hi-fi and lo-fi soundscapes. Hi-fi sound is categorized by a
high dynamic range of sound, with various agents creating
these sounds. The clarity between sources also delineates
an environment as hi-fi. On the other hand, lo-fi soundscapes
muddle and mix individual sources, making it hard to
pinpoint what is what. Another main difference that becomes
clear is the presence of silence. Whereas hi-fi soundscapes
are dependent on no sound ever present and loud, lo-fi
soundscapes have the ever persistent hum of generators,
engines, and idle chatter.10
Industrial noise pollution has a tangible impact on the
surrounding ecosystems. Architectural infrastructure, jet
planes, generators, and the like disperse heavy amounts of
noise into the environment, muddying up these soundscapes
and those that use them to survive. Biologists have been
using recording methods to observe the effect of this noise
on species and have been able to conduct field research
and species counts through purely sonic means.
In 2013 the Santa Ana Airport in Southern California
proposed a flight path which would reduce noise overhead
for neighborhoods close to the airport. However, the proposal
suggested flying directly over the Newport Back Bay, a critical
wetland habitat.The primary purpose of the proposed flight
path is to limit jet noise over residential areas, but in effect, it
9. Warren Cornwall, 2014, “Bats Change Their Tune to Cope with
Human Noise Pollution,” Science | AAAS, November 14, 2014, https://
www.sciencemag.org/news/2014/11/bats-change-their-tune-copehuman-noise-pollution.

10. R. Murray Schafer, The Soundscape : Our Sonic Environment and
The Tuning of the World (Rochester, Vt.: Destiny Books; United States,
1993) 43.
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Close up of the ornamentation of the door on Louis Sullivan’s Jewel Box
Bank in Grinnell, IA which has become a nesting spot for a colony of
wasps.

SNA airport proposed flight path along Newport Back Bay.
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would condense all the sound within the estuaries preservation
area.11 These examples provide a picture of what is missing
from these approaches is a passive means of effecting
ecological behavior with sound. Another missing opportunity
within these examples is the solutions reached are generally
of an ameliorative nature that fails to offer new solutions. This
thesis categorically differs by means of modulation through
architecture, thereby changing surrounding ecosystem.
Architecture and Ecology
Architecture and ecology have an entwined history of
intentional and unintentional designs for various species,
human and non-human. When we recognize the intersection
of architecture and ecology, it can open up new possibilities
on how to intentionally design with the needs of different
species in mind. Within practice, it is commonplace to avoid
any merging of architecture and ecology, as evidenced by
the amount of time we pour over the architectural detail to
ensure no easy access points, along with the innumerable
resources and efforts to keep non-humans out of architecture.
Buildings are generally perceived to be static objects,
removed from the entropy of the natural, but this is impossible.
There are many unintentional intersections which occur, for
example, bee colonies taking residence within walls, birds
taking flight within airports, and bats taking respite in the
attic of architecture hall. There is a wide range of projects
that challenge the undesigned nature of the intersection of
architecture and ecology and many historic smaller scale
examples that paint a path forward.
Some projects such as Design With Company’s Farmland
World address the challenge of designing for ecology by
switching the traditional human client served by the designer
to the cow, chicken, pig, sheep, goat, horse, and industrial
agricultural equipment. This switches conventional means
of what is needed from the cow, or from the machine, and
allows for design to cater to the needs of the cow and the
needs of the machine.12 This ideological shift is even more
apparent in their work My Client - The Brown Bear in which
11. Antonie Boessekool and Deepa Bharath, “Newport Beach Proposes
Flight Path to Reduce JWA Noise,” Orange County Register, April 10,
2013, https://www.ocregister.com/2013/04/10/newport-beach-proposesflight-path-to-reduce-jwa-noise/.
12. Design With Company, “Farmland World - Design with Company,”
designwith.co, 2011, https://www.designwith.co/Farmland-World.
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Allison Newmeyer and Stewart Hicks from Design With Company Farmland World Project

Cathryn Dwyre & Chris Perry - Ambiguous Territory
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the design process raised questions such as “how would
animals like to live?” and “how much space does a brown
bear need?” in effect trying to design for the factors needed
when supporting ecology. Here the student team also looked
at the potential of converting traditional architectural space
such as a factory, or Le Corbusier’s high-rise concept into
a habitat for bees, and a tower for bats. Moreover, humans
have built for other species for centuries.13
Think of the bird, bat, or bee box, all serving as a habitable
shelter for the likes of bluebirds, honeybees, or fruit bats.
However, these are not always altruistic shelters with little
pragmatic purpose. Historically the bird boxes on farms
have been occupied by bluebirds as a means of pest control,
in some sense an early form of a nontoxic and automated
pesticide, or the bluebird. More contemporary developments
have been about providing shelter due to habitat loss, colony
collapse, and other ecological stressors and limitations.
Projects such as Joyce Hwang’s Bat Cloud serve as vessels
designed and constructed to support bat habitation. Formally
it departs from traditional bat boxes, and additionally, it
includes soil and native plants, allowing for better water
drainage. The project is proposed to be set up anywhere
within the architectural space, under an eave overhang
or off a balcony. A larger scale project that leans towards
what a more architectural scale project for bats might look
like is Hwang’s Bat Tower, which is a free standing tower
designed again for bat inhabitation. One important aspect to
consider is the inclusion of other ecological factors. The Bat
Tower itself is sited adjacent to a lake, a breeding ground
for mosquitoes, and the team planted chives, oregano, and
other herbs known to attract bats at the base of the tower.14
When designing for the ecological, it is imperative to
include biotic design features and other biotic systems and
considerations that make such inhibition possible.These
examples are highly critical of the interaction of ecology and
humans in that they oppose the voyeuristic nature of the zoo
and in no way seek to domesticate or objectify the species for
pleasure or wonder in the natural. Instead they aim to engage
with ecological issues such as white nose syndrome in bats
and propose architectural solutions to provide ecological
13. Maik Novotny, “My Client the Brown Bear,” The Expanded
Environment, 2011, http://www.expandedenvironment.org
myclientthebrown bear/.
14. Joyce Hwang, “Ants of the Prairie- Bat Cloud and Bat Tower,” Ants
of The Prairie, n.d., https://www.antsoftheprairie.com.
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Bat Cloud, Joyce Hwang (2012)

Bat Tower, Joyce Hwang (2010)
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support.15

Architecture and Sound

The relationship between architecture and sound has
constantly been evolving. Humans have interacted with
their environment through sound, from spatial perception
through sound to storytelling and communication. Sound has
been an essential means of describing and processing the
environment from even before humans were building. Cave
paintings in Lascaux France, depict two bison situated in
an highly reverberant section of the cave. The placement
allows for the visual representation of the bison and the sonic
reenactment and representation of the bison.16
“Pictures of animals whose movements generated loud
sounds were frequently placed in spaces having enhanced
echoes, resonances, and reverberation. When such spaces
are excited by sound, the animal portraits seem to come
aurally alive.”17
In preliterate societies, the focus was on the aural. This
was the means of communication and organization, and
humans were not just listeners but active participants. R.
Murray Schafer stated that “the early builders built with ear
as well as eye.”18 This sentiment is prevalent in the design of
Greek amphitheaters. Here the slope of the amphitheater is
designed to allow for the voice to travel, making it possible
for all to hear. Its construction is semi-circle in form with an
ideal slope to enhance the projection of voice. Additionally,
many Greek actors wore mouthpieces designed to project
their voices even further.
“...sound creates auditory space and that the sounds we
hear create perceived volumes within that space, which even
in some cases of total immersion become the space itself.”19
15. Ibid., Plight of The Bats https://www.antsoftheprairie.com/?page_
id=1085
16 Barry Blesser and Linda-Ruth Salter, Spaces Speak, Are
You Listening? : Experiencing Aural Architecture (Cambridge
(Massachusetts) ; London: The Mit Press, 2009) 75.
17. Ibid., 75.
18. Schafer, The Soundscape : Our Sonic Environment and The Tuning
of the World 220
19. Marcel Cobussen, Vincent Meelberg, and Barry Truax, The
Routledge Companion to Sounding Art (New York, Ny ; Abingdon, Oxon:
Routledge, 2020) 6
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Two bison in cave at Lascaux, Dordogne, France. Courtesy of Nacq
Partners, Ltd., at www.nacq .com.

Odeon of Herodes Atticus in the Acropolis of Athens, Greece by Emilio
Santacoloma, (2009)
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Architectural elements such as walls and ceilings normally
conceptualized as solid objects can now be thought of as
potential areas for intervention. We can think of them as
sounding boards or mediums that focus, reflect, abate, and
distort noise within various containers. This representation as
a resonant medium brings forth the space in between these
objects, or poché. This interstitial hidden space is now free
to thicken and thin, ebb and flow justified by their desired
manipulation of the soundscape within the container. Their
shapes speak to the visual and bodily flow, addressesing
how noise will flow and flood into the space.
In most architecture, sound and the representation of sound is
not considered. The lack of representation is partly because it
is invisible and intangible, while the current practice is highly
visual. Vitruvius writes about the importance of space’s sonic
qualities, yet outside concert halls and auditoriums, this focus
is not seen today.20 The switch from mainly oral cultures to
literate cultures is considerd the paradigm shift when sound
as a spatial consideration was no longer a main focus.
Now, the visual composition is the most prevalent element
of design. Revisiting sound as an architectural medium or
a spatial and experiential driver presents many possibilities.
Our connection to our everyday soundscape is a difficult
one full of noises, murmurs, and screeches, much of which
architecture actively aims to silence. The soundscape has
historically been how people have engaged with the city;
architectural objects like bell towers have provided rhythm
while criers and preachers disseminated information. Our
ears themselves are bodily instruments, with visceral primeval
reactions to different pitches, causing senses from calmness
to anxiety, and fear.
Ted Sheridan and Karen Van Lengen in Hearing Architecture
posit that these “...new architectural forms that, like the forms
of musical instruments, could evolve without preconceived
visual ends.”21
Goethe wrote that architecture is ‘frozen music,’ but Niall
Atkinson in The Noisy Renaissance claims this understanding
of architecture through this lens is too focused on formal
20. Vitruvius Pollio, Vitruvius, the Ten Books on Architecture (Andesite Press,
2015).
21 Ted Sheridan and Karen Van Lengen, “Hearing Architecture,” Journal of
Architectural Education 57, no. 2 (November 2003): 37–44, https://doi.
org/10.1162/104648803770558978.
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Anthanasius Kirchner’s untitled plate 264 of experimentations on
acoustics, space, and form, from Musurgia Universalis (1650).

Anthanasius Kirchner’s Section Through a House (1650) represents the very
same experience of a present visual block yet an aural connection or pathway.
Allowing for the amplification of an exterior space to murmur into an interior room
behind a statue, making it seem as if the statues are speaking.
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qualities. Goethe’s statment reduces the critical role of
buildings that actively participate in the city’s soundscape
and the inhabitants. Atkinson writes about the importance of
the aural environment within Florentine Renaissance life. They
were active listeners and participants within the soundscape,
and so were the buildings. In effect, architecture was viewed
more clearly as a part of the phenomenological realm, one
that ebbs and flows, and less in the overstanding symbolic
visual realm.22
Niall Atkinson states that architecture was a “soundmaking mechanism”23 at the center of communication for
the inhabitants. This viewpoint gives a more active role to
buildings, and allows for change and authorship according
to the current soundscape.
David Bryne’s Playing the Building installation uses triggers
attached to the structure, akin to an organ, which celebrates
the building’s sounds that might have only been heard during
construction when one part hit another. It is a more acoustic
approach that conveys the direct link that the members
have to each other and how these percussive sounds move
through them.24
In Mary Amacher’s Synaptic Island: A Psypertonal Topology,
sound is produced through the architectural body. Structural
elements, cavities like corridors, and atriums become not
only the medium to produce sound in but through. Amacher
labeled this as structure-borne sound. While the sound’s
generation is external to the structure, as it is produced by
audio exciters/pitch generators, it still speaks to the loose
boundaries by which the sound adheres. Sound waves
pass through the exhibition space into corridors transported
beyond boundaries defined by thick poché in plan carried
by structural beams.23 This work is similar to David Bryne’s
Playing the Building, which takes on a more acoustic
approach to sound production.

22. Niall Atkinson, The Noisy Renaissance: Sound, Architecture, and
Florentine Urban Life. (Penn State University Press, 2017).
23. Ibid., 8.
24. Christoph Cox, Sonic Flux : Sound, Art, and Metaphysics (Chicago Etc.:
The University Of Chicago Press, 2018)
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David Bryne’s Playing the Building.

Mary Amacher’s Synaptic Island: A Psypertonal Topology.
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Approach: 3 Normative, 1 Novel
Historically there have been many approaches to these
intersections. This thesis offers a novel approach.
Abating
Abating sound is currently the most common approach
towards unwanted noise and vibrations. Solutions for noise
transference vary, but most depend on either thickening the
architectural wall, coupled with the use of sound absorbent
materials like batt/fiberglass insulation, rock wool, and blownin insulation. When addressing vibration noise, this thickening
also applies but it also must be coupled with isolating the
mechanical systems using floating floors. In other cases
this is also a solution for footstep sound transfer, effectively
giving the sound/vibrations nothing to travel through to
other points in the building. Composer and installation
artist Maryanne Amacher called this transference of sound
structure-borne sound. Contrary to the abating techniques,
Amacher leveraged the transmissive properties of a building
structure in her installations, most notably in Synaptic Island:
A Psybertonal Topology, Tokushima 21st Century Cultural
Information Center, Tokushima, Japan, 1992.25
Mitigating
Mitigating unwanted sound is common practice in concert
halls and offices. This practice is distinct from abating because
it does not strive to erase the presence of sound completely,
but does aim to eliminate noise. Within concert halls, this is
done through three different strategies. The first is to optimize
the sonic performance, to reflect and diffuse sound from the
stage to the seats. This is achieved by drop-down ceiling
elements curved in a manner to distribute sound evenly to all
seats/listeners. Strategies like this optimize space to exclude
any chance of anomalies, i.e. dead spots or places sound
does not reach. There are other ways of mitigation, and that
is through the amplification of other sounds, altering the
perception to hear them over the other.
The proper way to enhance the resonant frequencies is
related to the Helmholtz Resonance of the cavity itself, i.e.
which frequencies the hall responds to, and ideally, this
response should be even across frequencies so as not to
make one frequency overpowering. Vitruvius writes about
25. Maryanne Amacher, “‘Synaptic Island,’” The New York Times, May
19, 2017, sec. Arts, https://www.nytimes.com/audio/2017/05/19/arts/
music/21amacher-synaptic.html.
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vases placed towards the edge of odeons which vibrated
and amplified such wanted frequencies. The second tactic is
to eliminate unwanted sounds, such as echoes or unwanted
reverberations and frequencies (also known as ghost notes
and wolf tones.) This is accomplished in concert halls through
the use of different curtains situated behind the stage at
different distances to absorb and control different unwanted
wavelengths of sound. 26
Ameliorating
Amelioration is the current best practice in difficult sonic and
ecological sites. Amelioration uses mitigation and abation to
solve sonically challenging situations, such as heavy train
noise infiltrating a classroom distracting students, making
these situations better. At its worst is the application of white
noise to distract from the clicking of keyboards in a quiet
office, or the sound of the HVAC in another: in short, these
applications are considered ‘acoustic perfume’. Within the
ecological realm, examples range from cleaning up brownfield
sites to superfund sites. These solutions are centered around
masking what once was, and therefore do not fully come to
terms with the prior situation. It is imperative to recognize the
situations we mask as a reality in the environment. Only then
can we offer real solutions that engage directly with these
issues.
Novel: Modulating
“We are simultaneously its audience, its performers and
its composers... Which sounds do we want to preserve,
encourage, multiply?”27
The goal of modulation is not to eliminate sources of noise,
but to alter them, and design them in a fashion that creates
new ecological opportunities. Sound has a great impact on
the environment, and the sensing of reality for many species.
Sound can alter behavior, entice species to engage with
certain ecologies, and communicate in new ways. Birds, bees,
and bats are all altering their calls, patterns, and behavior in
response to generated noise, but the sources are not.
Through architectural means, these undesigned generators
26. Robert G. Arns and Bret E. Crawford, “Resonant Cavities in the
History of Architectural Acoustics,” Technology and Culture 36, no. 1
(January 1995): 104, https://doi.org/10.2307/3106343.
27. Schafer, The Soundscape : Our Sonic Environment and The Tuning
of the World 4
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of noise can be modulated to be better balanced with their
surrounding environment. The Futurist’s interest in noise
generated by industry along with other movements such
as musique concrète are aimed at recontextualizing, and
harnessing these new sources of sounds.28
Sound is a plenum of experience, everything all at once,
yet even still, we are only sensing a small fraction of reality.
Human hearing is from 20hz to 20,00hz but different species
hear differently: some hear without any ears at all like bees
who sense vibrations, and bats utilize echolocation to sense
surroundings. Designing for more than human sensorium
forces us beyond our perception in an attempt to find overlap.
The use of acoustic simulation software and vibration analysis
allows for the lack of sensing to be accounted for through a
more digital means slightly making up for a lack of sensory
understanding.
The nature of the widespread prevalence and persistence
of anthropogenic noise demands modulation. These sounds
are already interacting and influencing behavior in the
environment, so how can we encourage certain sounds to
bring them into a positive feedback loop within the ecological
system? Studies such as Tim Gordon’s analysis on sound and
coral reef health have already shown that the manipulation
and pretense of a generated sound source can change
behavior in positively.29 It would not only be impossible but
unproductive to create sound neutral spaces, which is the
current approach towards environmental noise pollution.
Accepting them as part of the sonic landscape allows for
thinking to address for example, how a data center’s fan
or generator noise can be modulated through architectural
design, or how wind turbine generator and blade turbulence
noise can be modulated to encourage different species to
engage with it rather than avoid it.

28. Luigi Russolo, The Art of Noises (L’Arte Dei Rumori) (New York:
Pendragon Press, 1986).
29. Timothy A. C. Gordon et al., “Acoustic Enrichment Can Enhance
Fish Community Development on Degraded Coral Reef Habitat,” gives a
clear example on how a modulation in the sonic environment can create
positive feedback loops.
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Common representation of sound as a vector, similar to raytracing use in
visual rendering.
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Experimental Thinking
Listening as an Ecological Act
“Through the practice of listening it is possible to get a sense
of the complexity and dynamics from which the territory
reveals itself in unexpected ways and different perspectives.”
(Rural Futurism Manifesto, Point 9)30
While humans are constantly hearing we are not constantly
listening. Listening is an active and intentional force. Listening
is inherently empathetic and ecological. The nature of
architectural discourse is a visual one; the architect is not
trained in the act of listening; therefore much goes unheard.
The act of listening is an ecological act. Emmanuel Levinas
writes of the listening eye, which extends beyond surface
appearances, “opening away from the visibly perceived to
the invisibly attuned.”31 In this way, listening gives humans
a way of interacting with the environment transcending our
visual biases, creating new means of engagement.
So what happens when we treat sound as a vista, sound
as the end goal, a view, something that can transport us off
into the distance and allow us a different perspective. This is
the goal of these experimental studies. Using analysis into
WWII passive listening devices such as the sound mirror and
the sound tuba, these sonic objects are recontextualized as
if they are at the end of a foley. These studies explore the
soundmark, an acoustic event.
The sound mirror visually blocks off the view of the landscape
beyond and forces the listener to place their head close
to the intervention or at the convergence point of the
soundwaves (the center of the parabolic shape).32 Here
sounds seem to swim around the back of the head in the
inability to visually see what is producing the sound, a more
earnest engagement with the sound object itself is had in
an acousmatic experience. Listening extends our perception
to other species and recognizes that they listen and may
engage with the sonic landscape in different ways. Which
30. Rural Futurism, “Manifesto,” www.ruralfuturism.com, accessed April
29, 2021, https://www.ruralfuturism.com/.
31. Brian Schroeder, “The Listening Eye: Nietzsche and Levinas,”
Research in Phenomenology 31, no. 1 (2001): 188–202, https://doi.
org/10.1163/15691640160048621.
32 .Jacopo Prisco, “The 20th Century ‘War Tubas’ Used to Spot
Warplanes before Radar,” CNN, November 7, 2018, https://www.cnn.
com/style/article/war-sound-locators-before-radar/index.html.
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Sound Mirror - Pre-radar aircraft listening device on RSPB land near
Lydd, Kent, south-east of Englan. Alamy

Sound Tuba - Pre-radar aircraft listening device at Bolling Air Field, US, in
1921. Buyenlarge/Archive Photos/Getty
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These moment experiments imagine a scenario where
sound is a vista. One does not see off into the distance but
instead listens. Here the sound tuba form is appropriated, it
encourages users so close there eyes, listen with one or both
ears to the sonic landscape.

Further explorations into sound as a vista. Here appropriating
the sound mirror form to create a sonic focal point and visual
block any visual view.

is to say, our psychoacoustic and phenomenological reality
is vastly different than the umwelt of a bee, bat, or bird. We
must recognize they depend heavily on the sonic landscape,
utilizing it in every moment as a means of sensing, predicting,
and responding to their environment. This is no different than
how Niall Atkinson in The Noisy Renaissance describes the
interaction between people and their soundscape as an
extremely active one. From church bells as means of sensing
time to town criers for their daily news, to the idle conversation
and muttered conversations for their rumors, lies, and gossip.
Architecture within the Renaissance city was a sound-making
mechanism at the center of communication.33 Architecture
still engages with the environment in this way, but in an
undesigned sense these connections and implications still
exist. However, architects rarely listen and when they do it is
to the interior and not to the exterior.
Architecture’s role in the sonic landscape today is currently
the source of a large share of environmental noise pollution
- noise as in anthropogenic noise that emits from mechanical
arrays atop and besides the building. Architecture has
historically engaged with and created sonic space and
therefore the architect must get acquainted with the act of
listening to hear what design opportunities they are missing
and what sonic environments they could be creating.
“So soundscapes are more than sounds—they are sounds
joined by relations, whether these are external, as when one
assembles sounds into a soundscape by an act of listening.”34
This environmental noise produced by trains, planes, cars,
granaries, data centers, wind turbines, substations, power
plants, factories, industrial agriculture, and industry in general
has a wide array of impact. Most of the noises produced
is what is called frozen noise,35 noise with a persistent or
rhythmic nature. While these noises may not be the loudest
noise, humans are hard-wired to pay attention to them. Their
drone or pulse nature is similar to that of musical structure
and therefore it is difficult to dismiss. A substantial amount
of research has also been done on how environmental noise
33. Niall Atkinson, The Noisy Renaissance: Sound, Architecture, and
Florentine Urban Life. (Penn State University Press, 2017).
34. Matthew Gandy and B J Nilsen, The Acoustic City (Berlin: Jovis, 2014),
Ch 4, 17
35 Anthony Boemio and David Poeppel, “Cut-Back Frozen Noise
Characterization of Auditory Sensory Memory,” The Journal of the
Acoustical Society of America 111, no. 5 (2002): 2358, https://doi.
org/10.1121/1.4777939.
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pollution affects ecology.
In 1972 the Noise Pollution and Abatement Act was introduced
along with the Clear Air and Water act, coinciding with the
creation of the EPA. From 1972 to 1982 the EPA enforced
and made mandates that addressed environmental noise
pollution and its effects on the environment. But In 1982 the
federal government shifted the power to regulate noise over
to individual state governments washing its hands of any
overarching responsibility for these matters, dissolving the
office in the EPA.36 Past and current incarnations of these
policies are focused on abating noise, which is a narrow lens
to look at the problem.
Sound shapes the behavior of all inhabitants, but the
reality of sound is rarely designed for. Generated noise is
everywhere. In 2014, the Noise Pollution Clearing House at
the 167th Acoustical Society of America Meeting demarcated
all of the “naturally quiet” places within the U.S. This map
overwhelmingly represents a vast desert of “natural” quiet.
The map has 16 top places marked out as places people
might go to get away from the din of the city.37
This attitude in favor of ‘natural quiet’ is no different from the
romantic views of the picturesque landscape, something that
is over there, something that exists for our visual or auditory
pleasure, and most importantly an illusion. The illusion breaks
down when reality is represented, and it turns out these
visual and sonic landscapes are but mere constructions
propped up by a belief in an untouched or original state
of nature before humans. In a conversation with Acoustic
Ecologist and Soundscape Artist Jana Winderen, known for
her field recordings of remote places, she expressed that
no matter where there is generated noise. This generated
noise has become a part of the sonic ecosystem wherever
you listen. In addition to scale, it is helpful to understand the
role generated noise plays within an ecosystem.38 This noise
has direct effects on species within the ecosystem and their
habits, various bees and birds change habits due to noise.
36 US EPA,OAR, “Clean Air Act Title IV - Noise Pollution | US EPA,” US EPA,
November 29, 2018, https://www.epa.gov/clean-air-act-overview/clean-airact-title-iv-noise-pollution.
37. NoNoise.org “Noise Pollution Clearinghouse,” www.nonoise.org,
accessed April 29, 2021, https://www.nonoise.org/noise21cen.html
38. UofT Daniels, “Hearing Stories: Narrative Audio in Isolation,”
www.youtube.com, March 5, 2021, https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=6nhoCds0ens.
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Bee Psychoacoustics
Bees do not hear like humans do, instead they sense
vibration. Bees vibrate their thorax to send acoustic signals
to other bees. These oscillations are sensed through the
antenna. The most common example of this communication
is the piping, tooting, or quacking of the queen bee. Yet, the
antenna is not the only perceptual organ used by the bee to
sense vibrations. The subgenual organ, or a chemoreceptor
in the tibia of the bees leg processes vibrations from the hair
on the bees legs.39 The auditory stimuli collected by bees is
similar to that of the human sense of touch.
Additionally, the antenna receptors pick up low frequency
vibration. This makes bees sensitive to low frequency
noise and vibrations, commonplace in environmental noise
pollution. In extreme cases, some have observed that low
frequency noises at a high intensity of 100 dB will paralyze
bees up to 20 minutes after the noise.40 It is reasonable to
assume that bees will avoid situations that put them into a
degree of shock, which affects other ecological systems.41
Areas of high noise levels, such as roadsides or generator
plants have been observed to have lower pollination levels
than areas with less environmental noise pollution. The
degree that bees use vibrations to communicate and sense
their environment is most prevalent in the way they land on
objects. They will first land with their antenna on a surface
and then their legs, using the antenna as a way to sense and
locate an object spatially before landing. While bees sense
sound similar to human touch, other species such as birds
hear similar to humans.

39. Friedrich Barth, Michael Hrncir, and Jurgen Tautz, “Vibratory and
Airborne-Sound Signals in Bee Communication (Hymenoptera),” Insect
Sounds and Communication, November 2, 2005, 421–36, https://doi.
org/10.1201/9781420039337.ch32.
40. Soundplanning. “Noise Pollution: The Birds and the Bees.” Sound
Planning, November 5, 2018. https://www.soundplanning.co.uk/blog/noisepollution-the-birds-and-the-bees/.
41. H. Franklin Little, “Reactions of the Honey Bee, Apis Mellifera L., to
Artificial Sounds and Vibrations of Known Frequencies,” Annals of the
Entomological Society of America 55, no. 1 (January 1, 1962): 82–89, https://
doi.org/10.1093/aesa/55.1.82.
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Inhabitation the poché, musings on musiquing and interspecies collaboration.
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Bird Psychoacoustics
The psychoacoustic effects of noise on birds are in many
ways similar to humans. Birds in high noise areas are more
stressed; they reproduce at a lower rate, and exhibit different
behavior than members of their species in quieter areas.
Additionally, birds will also change their song/call frequency
and structure in an attempt to pierce through the prevalent
anthropogenic noise.
Numerous avian species have historically had loud sounds
of streams, rivers, waterfalls, and wind encompasing their
environments. However, anthropogenic noise pollution,
and more specifically generated noise pollution is a recent
phenomenon that birds have yet to fully adapt to this new
aspect of the sonic environment.42 Many studies elucidate
the changes to avian behavior which is currently taking
place. A 2017 study by Cara E. Whalen et. al observed
prairie-chickens adjusting their vocalizations when in the
presence of wind turbine noise.43 This is a prevalent tactic
employed by many birds to pierce through environmental
noise pollution. In general bird calls become higher pitched
and less complicated, essentially simplified to ensure
communication.44
Another behavioral response is to avoid areas of high noise
pollution similar to other species, e.g. bees. Birds have been
observed to avoid rush hours, shuffling around habits to
not engage with louder areas and times.45 Persistent noise
is agitating to birds and causes stress: this correlates to
an avoidance response when confronted with a new noise
in their environment. This avoidance response changes
their behavior, altering factors such as foraging habits
and seed dispersal, but exactly how an avian species
will respond to certain noises is not fully understood.
42. Catherine Ortega, “Chapter 2: Effects of Noise Pollution on Birds: A Brief
Review of Our Knowledge,” Ornithological Monographs 74, no. 1 (July 2012):
6–22, https://doi.org/10.1525/om.2012.74.1.6.
43. Cara E. Whalen et al., “Male Greater Prairie-Chickens Adjust Their
Vocalizations in the Presence of Wind Turbine Noise,” The Condor 120, no. 1
(February 2018): 137–48, https://doi.org/10.1650/condor-17-56.1.
44. Sarah Alger, “Some City Birds Are Changing Their Tune | Accumulating
Glitches | Learn Science at Scitable,” www.nature.com, July 26, 2013,
https://www.nature.com/scitable/blog/accumulating-glitches/some_city_
birds_are_changing/..
45. Ortega “Chapter 2: Effects of Noise Pollution on Birds: A Brief Review of
Our Knowledge.”
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Inhabitation the poché, musings on musiquing and intra
Inhabitation
species collaboration.
the poché, envisioning an the merging of the
anechoic chamber and the bird house.
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Because of this lack of understanding one should not paint
an overly negative view on birds and noise, as we have to
imagine there are ways in which noise may interact with the
soundscape in a positive feedback loop attenuating the
sound to encourage certain behaviors and habits.
A 2012 study, Noise Pollution Alters Ecological Services:
Enhanced Pollination and Disrupted Seed Dispersal by
Francis et. al uncovers a shift in behavior which counters a
one size fits all approach to environmental noise pollution
response. The field study was centered around how noise
generated from infrastructure gas well compressors
affect seed dispersal and pollination by the black-chined
hummingbird, western scrub-jay, and piñion (a type of
mouse.) To compare data between the two sites a quiet
control site was established. Data such as what flowers were
visited by the hummingbird at both sites was collected. It
was found the hummingbird visited certain flowers at an
increased amount in the noisy site as opposed to the quiet
control site. This suggests that avoidance is not the only
response, but it could change what flowers get pollinated,
and it is therefore a change in behavior which must be looked
into further. The data collected for the western scrub-jay and
piñion was focused on seed dispersal, it found the western
scrub-jay dispersed less seed in the noisy site then the quite
site, but the piñion preferred to disperse seed in the noisy site.
While the piñion is a mouse and not a bird, it does point to an
altered behavior due to noise not conforming to a negative
feedback loop, but rather a positive feedback loop.46
It is these qualities and entanglements which this thesis
explores. The following studies tease out these entangled
relationships, imploring inhabitation and communication.

Data centers are rapidly being built, specifically in rural
46. Clinton D. Francis et al., “Noise Pollution Alters Ecological Services:
Enhanced Pollination and Disrupted Seed Dispersal,” Proceedings of the
Royal Society B: Biological Sciences 279, no. 1739 (March 21, 2012): 2727–
35, https://doi.org/10.1098/rspb.2012.0230.
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“Nature likes to hide”Heraclitus... So let it.
In the foley studio everything is overtly artificial.
Unconventional means are used to produce the expected
sound. Here small pools become large oceans, carrots
snapping become bones breaking, all playing with the
slippery edges of perception.
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Scalar Shift - Scale models and digital transformations
allow the visual priorities to match up with the sonic
intention. The bee hovers over the data center, its sonic and
physical space are attuned to the same level of intention.
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Material and fabrication tests studying bee inhabitation and
acoustic qualites of form.

Design Study 1: The Cloud
areas where land and energy is relatively inexpensive. As the
internet increasingly becomes fundamental to all aspects of
human life, both global and local logistics to daily interactions,
especially in the current remote working and learning
environment, demand for storage, cloud computation, data
management, internet communication, networking and
video conferencing, continually driving the growth of data
centers. The exponential growth of data centers in the past
two decades is expected to continue. In 2017 there were 8.6
million data centers worldwide. In 2021 an average 10MW
data center requires 100,000 square feet for servers alone,
but they have been built into millions of sqft (currently the
largest is 7.2 million square feet (The Citadel in Tahoe Reno
Nevada). 47
Not only are these data centers occupying vast swaths of
what in general was open or famland, but they are introducing
added anthropogenic noise into the ecosystem.31This noise
is new to the rural ecosystem and should be acknowledged
in the design process. The main source of the constant
and persistent noise is from the HVAC and condensers
which along with the servers run non stop coupled with
the occasional churn of the backup generators. The cloud
is not something up in the digital ether, but something ever
increasingly physical.
Cities and Memory by the British sound artist Matt Parker,
recorded sound from data centers to “highlight the physical
nature of ‘cloud computing’ and to remind people that whilst
their phones might be sat silently in their pockets, somewhere
out there, a huge hive of hard drives and fans is spinning
around frantically; managing our digital identities.”48
Our infrastructure depends on these digital networks, so it
is important to address the ecological and sonic impacts to
inform future iterations of methods of operation, ones that have
the potential to create environments and not deter them. The
majority of reports regarding the noise from the data centers
comes from noise complaints by community members far
away who are now living with a constant hum. This constant
noise coming from the data center is let loose, unadapted to
47. John Cook, “Data Centers on Rise in Rural Areas,” www.iatp.org, July 9,
2006, https://www.iatp.org/news/data-centers-on-rise-in-rural-areas.
48. Lily Hay Newman, “The Deafening Sound of the Internet,” Slate
Magazine, May 5, 2014, https://slate.com/technology/2014/05/datacenters-are-full-of-servers-that-emit-a-consistent-and-loud-white-noise.
html
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the environment it is within. In an article by Bianca Bosker of
The Atlantic, Karthic Thllikar describes this hum as “just one
single, persistent note: EHNNNNNNN. Evening after evening,
he realized the sound was there—every night, on every street.
The whine became a constant annoying soundtrack.”49
A data center’s nonstop operation means that its servers are
constantly handling data. The intense computational load on
servers generates a large amount of heat, and to operate
efficiently, they must be kept at a reasonable temperature of
60-80 degrees Fahrenheit. This leads to large chillers and air
handling solutions and large mechanical fans on the top of
the data centers. Additionally, generators on the exterior of
the building are used in case the grid connection goes down,
and these produce an even greater amount of noise than
the rooftop chillers. The combination of chillers, fans, and
generators produces around 90 Decibels of low frequency
noise.
The noise within a data center is harmful to human hearing,
and due to the lack of acoustic and vibration mitigation some
of this noise is able to travel to the exterior as well. While
these have unintended ecological effects it is entangled
with strange cyber security threats. The noise produced
by the server fan noise themselves is susceptible to being
monitored to tell when it is under high load and then subject
to cyber attack by sending intensive tasks to the server
causing a power outage.50 To a large extent hard drives are
also susceptible to noises and vibrations as the spinning disk
can skip and become damaged due to vibrations caused by
sound waves.A Romanian bank’s data center shutdown after
the loud noise from a fire extinguisher caused hard drives to
fail. 51

49. Bianca Bosker, “Why Is the World so Loud?,” The Atlantic (The Atlantic,
October 8, 2019), https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2019/11/
the-end-of-silence/598366/.
50. Mohammad A. Islam et al., “Why Some like It Loud,” ACM
SIGMETRICS Performance Evaluation Review 46, no. 1 (January 17,
2019): 70–72, https://doi.org/10.1145/3308809.3308845.
51. Charlie Osborne, “How a Loud Noise Brought a Data Center
to Its Knees,” ZDNet, October 12, 2016, https://www.zdnet.com/
article/how-a-loud-noise-brought-a-data-center-to-its-knees.
org/10.1145/3308809.3308845.
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The normative condition of a data center is characterized
by its large footprint, a lack therein of windows to the
interior, generators that dot the exterior landscape, and an
unrelenting flat façade. The sounds emitted are of spinning
fans, compressors chugging along, and screeching diesel
generators .
The interior of the data center offers little room for intervention
due to the highly logistical nature of its plan layout, this is done
to make maintenance and monitoring easy and efficient, and
more importantly to maximize the amount of servers.
The design process throughout this case study has taken on
the area of intervention as the shell of the data center. Here
the façade and subsequent poché space become an area for
acoustic intervention to modulation of the sonic environment
as one that supports inhabitation of species like bees and
birds.
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Sound Probe exploring the normative construction process
of a data center to find a place for intervention.
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The design process began with a soundscape probe,
interested in the sonic qualities of pre, during, and post
construction of a data center in a rural ecosystem. This
process allowed for speculation on how different sounds
can be modulated to support a better ecosystem. The
soundscape produces moments of tension when bucolic
rural sounds are interrupted by the din of construction, but
then it has moments of meshing where the buzz of the data
center is indistinguishable from that of the bees. This sonic
convergence is meant to trick the listener, working through
the ideology of treating all sound objects as separate from
their source, so that the buzz of a data center may actually be
designed to interact with the buzz of a bee. This recognition
that these noises are currently undesigned is a reality that
must be challenged. Additionally this soundscape probe
was used to better understand the process and methods
of constructing a data center. As mentioned previously the
data center is highly logistical so this case study focuses on
the opportunity held within the shell of the building, i.e. the
façade.
In general, data centers consist of a main steel structure, a
long bay truss system to support floors and the roof (which
accommodates many rooftop cooling units, and precast
concrete panels as the façade. Precast concrete panels are
the most common material choice because the vast surface
area it must cover other materials are cost prohibitive and
precast concrete panels can easily be tilted up into place
and secured by a ssteel deadman. Early studies took this
information and looked at precast manufacturing process as
an area of intervention, where the malleability of formwork
could provide alterations to texture, geometry to disperse
and focus sound, along with inclusions for cavity nesting
bees. Iterations also took into consideration the generators
that are located adjacent to the main structure. These have
no acoustic strategies and when the data center loses power
from the grid and switches over to generator power they are
relentlessly loud.
As the main data center façade is positioned as an area to
absorb sound and vibrations to make it habitable for cavity
nesting bees, the intervention around the generators is
proposed to be for cavity nesting birds. Birds change their
call in high noise areas and therefore the strategy is one of
dispersing sound so that a bird is able to hear its own call and
calls of others without the distraction of louder noise sources.
55

Early Studies - using the logic of the sound mirror and an
inverse iteration, a precast panel is able to spread sound for
cavity nesting bees and the other is able to focus sound and
allow for inhabitation by cavity nesting bees through the use
of an acoustic shadow.
56
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The modulated condition of the data center creates space
for sound and ecology within its folded baffles. It dampens
vibrations to attract bee colonies and amplifies bird calls to
create a calming nest. The thickened façade provides benefits
to the exterior and interior. It creates a sonic community
around what could have been a dead zone ecologically
and aurally. It is simple in its methodology, approach, and
construction, which illustrates it is easy enough to design for
these needs if one listens.

Stages of Construction - GFRC panels are bent around
metal studs while pliable, after the panels are secured to the
studs, dirt is piled up in the created cavity. After the assembly
is complete holes are drilled to accommodate for future bee
residents.
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Method
The final iteration of this case study employs a Glass Fiber
Reinforced Concrete (GFRC) panel that is folded around the
facade jogging in and out. The GFRC panels act as baffles,
absorbing some sounds and amplifying others due to the
folded and angled geometry. The folds are inherent to the
pliable nature of GFRC planes. There is ample poché space
created by the folding which allows for an absorbent material
to fill this space. This is filled with dirt from the site work, and
then afterwards the GFRC panels are secure, holes are drilled
to allow for cavity nesting bees to inhabit the poché space.
This is no different from the bees normal nesting habitat.
Cavity nesting bees will burrow into dirt and wood to create a
layered network of tunnels to create space for storing pollen,
larva, and nectar. Therefore the bees are able to nest vertically
within the façade in a similar fashion to a bee hotel. The use of
dirt differentiates this from the much smaller scale bee hotel,
which is traditionally out of wood, (simple blocks of wood with
holes drilled 4-6 inches deep or stacked hollow reeds, and
the surrounding structure is similar to a bird houses without
the front face.) These bee hotels are used to allow for mason
bees to nest within them. This is done to deter the mason
bees from nesting within any nearby structures. This case
study provides this nesting within the structure of the data
center. While the dirt acts as vibration dampener for the bees
on the exterior it also has an effect on the interior.
The sheer mass of the dirt is able to act as a thermal mass
absorbing heat, and the baffles allow for the effective
dissipation of this heat. Since data centers need to sustain
heavily regulated temperatures this is an advantage as less
mechanical and energy output would bee needed resulting
in lower noise on the interior and exterior. The normative
data center interior acoustics are known to be high decibel
environments and provides little control over the interior
acoustic environment. Here there would be an acoustic mass
to absorb the sound, creating a better interior environment as
well.
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Axonometric Sectional Chunk illustrating the cavity nesting
configuration and sectional quality for both the bees and the
birds.
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Close Up of GFRC Panel illustrating the perforations which
allow for bees to dig out cavities into the dirt behind the panel.

Experiential View of the sonic transformation from a
normative data center to the modulated condition.
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Elevation Perspective - Factors such as native flowering
plantings, and the potential for avoiding pesticides become
options when designing for the needs of bees and birds.
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Section Perspective the duality of the exterior and interior
showcase the positive effect of the modulated facade,
creating a better environment for the inhabitants.
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Design Study 2: Wind Farm
Within the Midwest, especially in Nebraska and Iowa, wind
turbines are gaining a larger share of energy demand.
Farmers typically lease out portions of their land to wind turbine
energy companies, receiving $8,000 yearly per turbine on
average. A recently constructed 970,00 sqft Facebook Data
Center in Papillion, Nebraska is powered entirely with energy
produced by wind turbines.52 Security in power is important
for Data Centers because power equipment failure is the
leading cause for outages, more so than cyber attacks.53
Wind turbines themselves, while generally considered to be
free of pollution, wind turbines are a cause of environmental
noise pollution.
The main cause of wind turbine environmental noise pollution
is the air turbulence caused by the blades. Additionally,
when the blade passes the stem a rhythmic low frequency
thump emits due to air pressure.54 Wind turbines are built in
varioous sizes, but on average are 262 feet tall, with blades
that are 120 feet long. The total height with a blade straight
up is around 380 feet.
The overall frequency peaks are at 15, 40 and 60hz, well
into the range of low frequency.55 Unlike a data center, there
is little that can be done to manipulate the generated noise,
owing to the fact that weight savings must be made at the top
to ensure the high wind loads can be supported and other
impracticalities of encasement are not feasible. One strategy
to modulate the generated noise which has been overlooked
is the ground.
The ground of the wind turbine can be considered similar to
the shell of the data center, a means of reflecting, absorbing,
and ultimately modulating the sound coming from the
generators. Historical techniques such as the sound berm,
which has been deployed to mitigate anthropogenic noise of
traffic, the normative approach is to absorb all of the noise to
create an acoustic shadow on one side of the berm. We
52. Christine McGuigan, “New Papillion, NE Facebook Data Center
to Be Powered by Enel Wind Farm,” Silicon Prairie News, November
14, 2017, https://siliconprairienews.com/2017/11/new-papillion-nefacebook-data-center-powered-enel-wind-farm/.
53. Islam, “Why Some like It Loud.”
54. Møller, Henrik, and Christian Sejer Pedersen. “Low-Frequency
Noise from Large Wind Turbines.” The Journal of the Acoustical
Society of America 129, no. 6 (June 2011): 3727–44. https://doi.
org/10.1121/1.3543957.
55. Ibid., 3732
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The Normative Condition of the Wind farm is laid out
according to the spacing required to make sure each turbine
is not caught in the wind draft of the other. This ensures each
turbine is operating to its fullest potential. The turbine blade
and generator produces a significant amount of noise, but no
attention in the design is given to this noise.
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can think of the acoustic shadow similar to that of a normal
shadow, where an object blocks light, casting a shadow
where light can not reach on the opposing side of the source.
An acoustic shadow is similar but must be more absorbent or
reflective to capture the sound waves, else they simply pass
through an object. The ground is a very absorbent material,
with an absorption coefficient from 0.4-0.8 (concrete is
around 0.04). This property makes the ground function well
as a sound berm.56
The shell of the wind turbine can be considered the ground.
It is anchored to and the largest surface surrounding the
turbine. During normal site preparation for a wind turbine,
a hole is bored and concrete is poured to anchor it to the
ground, but little modifications beyond the singular hole are
made. What is proposed is a series of circular berms and
troughs, balanced by their cut and fill ratio. The berms and
troughs on a base level act as a sound berm to shelter the
immediate sonic landscape. Yet, this would only be taking
advantage of the absorption quality of the berm. The ground
does not absorb all the sound but it also reflects sound.
A sound berm in a concentric series as proposed allows
for the attenuation of the space between each berm. This
distance can be modified to utilize the acoustic property of
deconstructive or constructive interference, which is when a
sound wave is reflected back at itself at a certain rate similar
to its wavelength it can nullify or amplify the sound depending
on its phase. While these strategies are focused around
modulating the sound to create pockets of quiet, there are
benefits to amplifying the sound.
Bird strike caused by wind turbines is a prevalent issue,
especially in areas along major migratory paths such as The
Sandhill Cranes migratory pit stop along the Platte River.
Environmental groups have lobbied for policy to alter wind
turbines in visual ways to make them more visible to birds, all
while others are lobbying to make them less visible because
some considered them to be an eyesore. This has set up a
stalemate, wind turbine manufacturers have simply decided
to continue producing the monochromatic white clay look
inherent to the fiberglass production methods. A novel way
of addressing this problem is through sound, delving into
how wind turbines can be more audible to birds in flight.
56. Maarten Hornikx, “ Ten Questions Concerning Computational Urban
Acoustics,” Building and Environment 106 (September 2016): 409–21,
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.buildenv.2016.06.028.
org/10.1145/3308809.3308845.
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In a 2002 study by R. Dooling with the National Renewable
Energy Laboratory report: Avian hearing and the avoidance
of wind turbines, which enumerated that sound played a
significant role in avian sensing of wind turbines. Doolings
recommendations was to place whistles on the blades.57 In
this study the concentric sound berm can utilize its slope to
funnel the sound upwards into the air, therefore amplifying
the volume, piercing through the wind noise. In effect the aim
of the concentric sound berms around the turbine is to create
a gradient from quite at the ground to loud 262 feet up in the
air.
Workflow
57. R Dooling and Golden Co, Avian Hearing and the Avoidance of
Wind Turbines (United States 06 01, 2002).

Perspective illustrating the potential for a different
approach to the ground surrounding the wind turbine.
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The Modulated Condition of the Wind farm takes on the
ground as an area for modulation. This can be considered
the shell, as any modifications to the turbine itself would harm
its efficiency. Here the ground is formed to create troughs
that capture sound bellow and amplify sound above. The
troughs capture seasonal rain, attracting insects, and in turn
this creates a quiet area for species such as bats to hunt
during the night. The louder space above allows for migrating
sandhill cranes to hear the turbines and avoid them.
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Sound Contour - a contour representation of the pressure
waves produced by sound in a cross section of space. Using
techniques of wave based simulation of sound to better
understand the interaction between blade and generator
noise and the ground, the undulating form was modulated
to create deconstructive interference to cancel out the lower
frequency noise. This was done by attenuating the width of
the trough in accordance with the wavelength of the noise.
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Axonometric Section - Sandhill Cranes and other bird
species such as the Whooping Crane are now able clearly
hear the wind turbine and adjust their flight pattern.
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Sound Probe exploring the normative construction process
of a data center to find a place for intervention.
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Using the dialectical qualities of the sound prob to this time
envision what the intervention would sound like. This animation
and soundscape composition address what sounds would
be present in the pre, during, and post construction of the
modulated condition. Through understanding the normative
construction process it became possible to devise the
method of intervention that was most easily implemented
- the modulation of the ground. The wind turbine’s major
consideration is the maximum amount of wind driving turbines,
therefore the layout is strict as previously mentioned. Yet the
height of turbine gives the ground ample room for exploration
in modulating sound as this will not interrupt wind flow. As
illustrated a bull dozer will dig a trough in a circle around
the stem of the turbine, and using what is cut out they will
pile up dirt forming more extruded mounds in between each
trough. The width is attenuated to deconstructively interfere
sonically with the low frequency noise created by the turbine
blades and generator. In effect this area becomes absent of
turbine noise, allowing for bats to use echolocation to find
insects inhabiting the vernal pools. This is not the only effect,
as the angle of the trough serves to reflect sound which is
not canceled out, upwards towards any passing birds, e.g.
Sandhill Cranes.
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Section Perspective - detailing the undulations of the
grounds ability act as vernal pools to create a diverse
ecosystem within.
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Aerial View - the wind turbine and the lone turbine mechanic.
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Axonometric - the layout of the turbines has remained the
same, but the ground has significantly been altered to have
a sonic and ecological affect and benefit.
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Workflow
The vast majority of resources and studies focus on building
interiors, methods of optimization for room acoustics, so when
approaching the exterior one faces limitations in the software
and existing knowledge base. This reflects the inward
thinking of the majority of architectural acoustic thought,
but to address environmental noise pollution one must think
about the exterior. While some software is dedicated to room
acoustics, others are able to perform the task. Similar tactics
used for the interior can easily be employed for the exterior,
but this thesis mainly relies on a different mindset. The aim
is not to make a sound neutral space but to optimize the
existing conditions to modulate generated noise and interact
with ecological systems.
The exterior poses additional considerations that affect
sound to the interior less because they are factors that can
be controlled. These include: atmospheric absorption, wind,
temperature and temperature gradient, obstacles such as
barriers and buildings, ground absorption, humidity, and
precipitation.58 Using CAD software such as Rhio 3d and
accompanying plugins to Grasshopper such as Esquissons
and Pachyderm Acoustics, one is able to accomplish various
simulations.
Realtime auralization or spatialized audio can be useful
when needing to listen to spaces. This immediate feedback
allows for quick iteration and intuitive changes. Being able
to listen to space also offers those who are not familiar with
acoustic properties to engage with the sonic qualities of an
environment an avenue of understanding. Here they can
discern and sense what solution is appropriate through their
own psychoacoustic response. A more data driven approach
found in Pachyderm Acoustics is useful when approaching
design outside the human psychoacoustics.
Pachaderm Acoustics allows for greater control over material
absorbtion coeffitients and produces more sonic data relevent
to frequency responces, responce time, and other specificities
of the acoustic analysis practice. Both software allow for use
with Rhino 3D, a software taught in most architectural design
instetutions, allowing for easy implementation.

58. Brüel & Kjær Sound &Vibration Measurement A/S, “Environmental
Noise” (2000), accessed May 2, 2021, https://www.bksv.com/media/
doc/br1626.pdf.
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Sound modeling - example real time auralization workflow in
Rhino 3D uisng Grasshopper and Esquissons.
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Conclusion
Designing for the soundscape offers a new method of
architecture which centers its practice around the act of
listening. The focused act of listening allows designers a
means of approaching difficult problems through the lens of
sound and ecology. Engaging with listening throughout the
design process forces architects to consider a multiplicity
of overlapping environmental and sonic concerns offering
a richness in design opportunities unhinged from purely
visual solutions. These sonic solutions are rooted in how
an ecosystem must function because it is validated by the
vibrance of the soundscape requiring the producers of the
sound to flourish.
In thinking on how a designer can modulate the sonic
environment and how it can be more engaging and habitable
with ecology, it blurs distinctions between the artificial and
the natural, providing a method to analyze and justify the
quality of an environment on a non-visual basis.
Listening also provides architects with the tools and thought
process to critique current practices. As exemplified in
the design studies there are a multitude of difficult sonic
environments which could benefit from designing with a
thoughtful ear. At all stages of design, architects need to be
listening to be open to sonic and ecological opportunities.
The importance of the sonic environment to organisms within
this a concern that must be addressed in situations outside of
the ones presented here. As we continue to build more and
more infrastructure the discipline must be cognizant of what
effect it has on the sonic environment.
This is a call to action for those reading and listening to this
thesis, to engage in listening and seek out sonic environments
that could be modulated to create positive feedback loops
between the architecture and environment.
The ability to use digital tools to synthesize, analyze, and
simulate sound in the CAD environment provide a means
of addressing what is otherwise considered intangible and
invisible. These recent developments coupled with the
focus to design for the soundscape provide the discipline
of architecture with an opportunity to approach ecological
issues in a new and more informed light.
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Glossary
Acousmatic: a veiled experience of sound where the source
is not visible.
Acoustics: the study of sound transmission and vibration
through and within architectural bodies. Conventionally
defined as the branch of physics dealing with the transmission
and reception vibrational waves in matter.
Auralization: the use of CAD programs to process an
approximation of what a space might sound like, allowing
one to listen to sounds in the digital workflow.
Dark Ecology: the ideological collapse of nature and
technology.
Noise: originating from the Latin word nausea, noise can
be described as unwanted sounds that distract or disrupt
behaviors and the hearing of other sounds. It is subjective
and depends on the psychoacoustic and psychoacoustic
innenwelt (inner world, or phenomenological experience) of
an organism.
Nonhuman: biotic agents and actors other than humans.
Physiological Acoustics: bodily mechanisms enabling the
sensing of sound in various forms.
Psychoacoustics: aural perception of sounds and space.
Sonic Data: recordings, simulation, sensing of the sonic
landscape allowing for the understanding of sonic sensate
beyond the human experience.
Sonic Environment: can also be referred to as the aural
ecosystem, or sonic landscape. It is the far reaching
interaction between sound objects in an ecosystem.
Sound: a noise no longer considered a noise based on
perspective.
Soundmark: a sonic landmark, one that offers an aural
genius loci.
White Noise: the everyday soundscape ranging from
‘acoustic perfume’ to persistent hums.
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